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3. Jet precession and a face-on disk:
• Source B: TB~150−400K on scales                                                  

5−20 AU, source size increases with                               
ν � optically-thick dust.  Need N(H)~                                         
few ×××× 1026 cm−2, M~0.1M � for OH94                                                       
dust opacities. TB and source sizes                                               
imply LB ≥ ½Ltot, and probably require                                          
an anisotropic radiation field �

face-on disk.  Narrow emission lines,                                
no sign of outflow

• Source A: A2 stationary � protostar.  
43GHz emission � A2 is source of 
NE−SW outflow.  Motion of A1 �

A1/A2 not gravitationally bound.  Must 
be shock-ionized � interaction of a 
precessing jet with dense gas, Pprec ≤
100yr.  Must originate from a protostar 
close to Aa/A2. A1−A2 position angle 
has traversed wide opening angle of 
E−W flow � source of jet is the source 
of the E−W flow

1. Overview of IRAS 16293−−−−2422:
• One of the first protostars to be identified as a potential binary system, A and B
• Ltot ~ 27 (d/160pc) L �

• Two outflows: NE−SW well-collimated; E−W messy, interacting with nearby starless 
core; driving sources not clear

• One of the first sources for which infall was claimed, but rotation and outflow make 
kinematics complicated

• One of only a handful of low-mass protostars exhibiting emission from “hot core”
molecules

• Left: CO outflows and 850µm continuum                                                     
(Stark et al. 2004, ApJ, 608,341); centre:
1mm continuum (from SMA, θ=1.91”××××0.90”);                                                              
right: 300/310 GHz spectra of sources A                               
and B (from SMA)

2. SMA and VLA data:
• SMA: 300/310 GHz continuum and spectral line (panel 1)
• VLA: archival data spanning 18 years, 1.5 to 43 GHz

• Continuum spectra of A and B.  Source A 
has partially optically-thick, shock-ionized 
cm emission, and an optically-thin submm 
envelope.  Source B has an optically-thick 
dust disk with an optically-thin envelope

• 1mm continuum image using long baselines                        
only, super-uniform weighting, and an 0.4”
circular restoring beam.  Source A comprises                    
two submm sources, Aa and Ab.  Emission                                                     
does not look “disk-like”; centrifugal radius                                            
from TSC is R=Ω2G3M3/16a8 ~ 40 AU (0.3”)                                                               
� do not yet have sufficient resolution with                     
the SMA to image the disks

Abstract:  We report a detailed analysis of the physical and chemical structure of the multiple protostellar system IRAS 16293−2422 on size scales < 100 AU, 
using the SMA and the VLA.  The properties of components A and B differ dramatically.  Source B is single, and exhibits optically-thick dust emission, even at 8 GHz, 
from a face-on disk.  Source A, on the other hand, comprises at least two, and probably three stellar components.  Emission from hot core species are coincident with 
the shock-ionized cm radio source A1, where a precessing jet impacts nearby dense gas.  We use the bright submm emission from source B to demonstrate the 
unambiguous detection of infall by observing redshifted SO(77−66) absorption against the emission from its dust disk.
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4. The hot core and the unambiguous detection of infall:
• Many lines from organic, sulphur-bearing, and                                                  

deuterated species detected with enhanced                       
abundances, mostly at source A

• Molecules with Trot ≤ 90K lie at some distance                                       
from A1; molecules with Trot ≥ 90K lie within                                                 
0.1” (16 AU) of A1

• Passage of the jet shock responsible for high                   
excitation and enhanced abundances of hot                       
core species

• TB for dust emission from source B = 38K � can                                                         
use dust disk as a background source against                    
which to detect molecular line absorption.  Then,               
outflow will be blueshifted,                                                               
rotating gas will absorb at the                                 
systemic velocity, and redshifted                                                      
absorption must be infall

• Image of SO(77−66) emission with                                                 
extended emission excluded:                                     
absorption at source B, hot core                                
emission at source A.  Absorption                               
extends 5 km/s from systemic                                    
velocity � absorption from infalling material as close as 70 AU from the disk surface
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